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Danforth Garage Master Planning Study 
Meeting Summary: Local Advisory Committee Meeting #3 

Tobias House, Recreation Room 

695 Coxwell Avenue 
October 23, 2018 

Meeting Overview  

On Tuesday, October 23rd, 2018 CreateTO and the City of Toronto hosted the third of four 
Local Advisory Committee (LAC) meetings for the Danforth Garage Master Planning Study. 
Twenty-one members of the LAC, representing sixteen local organizations, attended the 
meeting. Representatives from CreateTO, City Planning, Toronto Police Service (TPS), 
Toronto Transit Commission (TTC), Toronto Public Library (TPL), members of the 
Consultant team, Councillor Janet Davis, and Councillor Elect Brad Bradford also attended 
and participated in the meeting.  

The purpose of the meeting was to present the final Guiding Principles and share and seek 
feedback on the three draft Master Plan concepts. 

The meeting began with introductions and a review of the agenda by Yulia Pak, Swerhun 
Facilitation. Following the agenda review, Megan Torza from DTAH shared the final Guiding 
Principles and presented the three draft Master Plan concepts. Following the presentation 
participants asked questions of clarification, discussed the three draft Master Plan concepts 
in small groups guided by a series of focus questions, and shared highlights from their 
conversations through a facilitated plenary discussion. 

Yulia Pak and Matthew Wheatley, third party facilitators with Swerhun Facilitation, helped 
facilitate the meeting and prepared this meeting summary. The summary reflects main points 
of discussion shared during the meeting and afterwards by email. The summary is not 
intended to be a verbatim transcript. 

This summary was subject to participant review before being finalized. It is posted on the 
project website at www.danforthgarage.com. 

Attachments include:  

• Attachment A: Questions of Clarification; 

• Attachment B: Agenda;  

• Attachment C: Participant List:  

• Attachment D: Presentation Slides;  

• Attachment E: Completed Feedback Forms; and 

• Attachment F: Post Meeting Feedback.  

http://www.danforthgarage.com/
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Discussion Summary 

The summary incorporates feedback shared at the meeting and up to one week following the 
meeting shared via email. It has been structured to reflect the main areas of discussion, 
including: 

• Supported / Desirable Features of the Options Presented;  

• Suggested Adjustments and Additions to the Options; 

• Process Feedback 

A diagram of the three draft options presented at the meeting as well as the feedback 
provided by members of the Local Advisory Committee (LAC) are included below. 

Supported / Desirable Features of the Options Presented 

Members of the LAC provided comments specific to the presented options, as well as 
general comments. 

General Comments 

Overall, LAC members expressed support for the following features of the presented 
options: 

• The location of the Toronto Public Library with direct access from Danforth Avenue; 

• The location of the TPS and TTC in all three options, being located near the southern 
edge of the property with varying opinions on whether TPS should be located on 
Hillingdon Avenue or on Coxwell Avenue; 

• A number of different access points from Danforth Avenue to the centre of the site; 

• The east-west connection through the site; 

• Significant opportunity for retail and other active uses on Danforth Avenue; and 
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• The need for a variety of uses on the site, including inter-generational programming in 
weather protected gathering spaces.  

Option A Comments 

Locating the library on Danforth Avenue. Appreciate that the library has a prominent 
frontage on the Danforth to provide easy access and awareness of its location. Locating the 
library on Danforth Avenue also helps to define the structure of this section of Danforth Ave. 

East-west connections. The east-west pedestrian connection which goes through the 
entire property is an important feature to help people navigate the site. Having the driveway 
at the southern edge of the site will likely be better than buildings for the existing residents 
who live south of the property. 

Large open space on Danforth Avenue. There was some preference for the open space / 
courtyard shown in Option A because it is larger than open spaces shown in the other 
options on Danforth Avenue. 

Showcasing the neoclassical façade of TTC building. Option A most effectively 
showcases the neoclassical façade of the existing TTC administrative building.   

Option B Comments 

North-south connections. There was support for the north-south pedestrian boulevard 
presented in Option B because of its generous width and the creation of a north-south view 
corridor through the site. 

Protected open space on Hillingdon Avenue. The creation of an open space on the east 
side of the property that is protected on three sides is desirable. It would be good to find a 
way to preserve a semblance of protected space while maintaining a continuous east-west 
connection through the site. 

Indoor & outdoor use of the existing garage buildings. Like the idea of creating both 
indoor and outdoor pedestrian space where the TTC garage buildings currently exist. 

Option C Comments 

Public space at the northeast corner of the site. The design / layout of the public space at 
the northeast corner of the site is desirable because it highlights the original circulation of the 
site.  

Suggested Adjustments and Additions to the Options 

Location of the TPS building. There was some difference of opinion of whether the TPS 
building should be located on the east or west side of the site. Those that supported locating 
it on the west side felt that a residential use may be more compatible with the existing 
residents east of the site. Those that felt it should be on the east side discussed a more 
commercial nature of Coxwell and increased retail opportunities, as well as existing 
precedents of modern police stations in the City’s residential neighbourhoods and the TPS’s 
commitment to be a good neighbour. They added that TPS is a better fit for Hillingdon 
Avenue on a condition that police cars are not “roaring” out on to the street with their sirens 
going. 

Residential use on the site. Those that supported having residential use on the site said it 
should be deeply affordable and accessible for individuals with disabilities, including 
opportunities for assisted living. There was also a desire to see intergenerational and 
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economically diverse housing to allow for residents of different age groups and income 
levels to interact.   

Accessible health care. Include provisions for an accessible health care centre or clinic 
adjacent to Tobias House. It was noted that there is only once accessible health care centre 
in Toronto, which is located near Yonge & Eglinton at the Anne Johnston Health Station. 

Include a public meeting space. Add a recommendation for public meeting space on the 
site, including where it could be located. 

Allow for more free flowing pedestrian movement through the site, including diagonal 
pathways/corridors. 

Create a covered open space that connects to Tobias House. This could be enhanced 
by creating a series of covered channels that connect the various gathering/open spaces on 
the site.  

Create more “sky view” above the urban plaza. Consider moving the building above the 
urban plaza shown in Option A south to allow for more sky view. 

Ensure the chimney is preserved. There was no specific preference whether it should be 
covered or not. 

Include recommendations for public art. There should be recommendations in the Master 
Plan for the inclusion of public art, including the identification of specific locations on the site.  

Highlight the history of the TTC Garage. Ensure any internal pedestrian passageways in 
the existing TTC building highlight the history of the site. Include references to the 
neoclassical administrative building. References could include the use of brick, curved 
arches, circular medallions and the use of an entablature (the upper part of a classical 
building supported by columns).  

Ensure the site is fully accessible. Identify accessibility features, e.g. how people in 
wheelchairs will be able to move around the site.  

Incorporate some visitor parking on the site. A permit system could be employed to 
regulate public visitor parking. 

Include a phasing plan that identifies how different sections of the site will be used before 
they are developed/redeveloped. 

Put a greater emphasis on cycling. This should include both bike movement through the 
site and storage on the site. The laneway is one area where cycling could be emphasized.  

Identify opportunities for patio space on the site. Patios should be included on Danforth. 
They might also be able to be accommodated on Coxwell Ave.  

Provide considerations for dog facilities on the site, especially for service dogs. 

Process Feedback 

Use more precedent images in the presentation for the Community Meeting. Include 
more pictures for each of the options to make is easier for participants to get a sense of what 
the different options could look like. 

Show areas of anticipated / recommended density. Demonstrate where tall and mid-level 
buildings will go and how many levels tall and mid-level buildings entail.  
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NEXT STEPS 

The Project Team thanked members of the LAC for attending the meeting and sharing their 
feedback. They said the feedback shared will be used to refine the presentation for the 
upcoming Community Meeting and help consolidate the three draft Master Plan options into 
one refined draft concept to be shared at the final LAC and Community Meeting. The Project 
Team also committed to sharing a draft meeting summary in the coming weeks and 
encouraged all LAC members to remind members of their organizations about Community 
Meeting #2 on Tuesday, October 30th at Monarch Park Collegiate
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Attachment A: Questions of Clarification 

Questions asked by LAC members following the presentation are included below in bold 
along with responses from the Project Team in italics. 

• The presentation materials don’t include anything about the height of buildings. 
Participants at the Community Meeting will likely be concerned about height. Can 
you include a visual of the anticipated height limits and a rationale at the 
Community Meeting? We have purposely not talked about height in detail because we 
don’t know yet what these buildings will be used for. Before we talk about height in detail 
we need to decide on the “grid” (where things go). We know that through good planning 
and design principles we can manage height on the site, including mitigating impacts of 
height through the depth of the lot. For the Community Meeting we can show general 
zones of anticipated height based on the angular plane. 

• Where would underground parking be on the site? There will be underground 
parking under the Toronto Police Service (TPS) building. We also anticipate there may 
be some parking under the blocks identified in yellow (undefined uses) on the plans. 
Any underground parking will be accommodated within the footprint of the building.  

• Will all the buildings be built at once or over time? They will be built overtime. The 
only uses/buildings that currently have funding to be built are the TPS and TTC 
buildings. 

• What is the status of finding partners/users for the blocks with undefined uses? 
CreateTO has reached out to and is having conversations with potential users who 
could bring capital and have a synergy in terms of use, including a theatre group, Parks 
Forestry & Recreation, office use, affordable housing, children services, etc. 

• What are you referring to when you speak about the “next phase”? We are 
referring to what happens once the Master Plan is complete. CreateTO has been 
mandated to bring a Master Plan to Council for approval that identifies opportunities for 
a civic hub that also allows for TTC and TPS to proceed with construction based on their 
timelines. After the completion of the Master Plan, anchor tenants will undergo a 
detailed design process for their respective buildings. TPS will hold public consultations 
in the detailed design phase.  

• Do any one of the draft options have more public space? In general, the total 
amount of public space is the same for all three options. There are some differences 
among the options in the amount of public space that is under a roof versus totally open. 

• Where would public art go on the site? There is nothing prohibiting public art from 
any location on the site, we have not identified specific locations. 

• Are there specific roofscapes in the original TTC building that the team feels are 
“nicer”/more significant? The two middle areas of the building are the most interesting 
from a heritage perspective because of the sky lights and the mix of the old with the 
new.  

• Who will occupy and pay for the TTC building in the interim, i.e. until another user 
or users are found? This is something that CreateTO has to look at. The City’s 
Heritage Preservation Services are proposing that the site would be added to the City’s 
heritage register.  

• Has TPS indicated where they would like to locate their station on the site? All the 
locations identified in the draft options presented would work for the TPS. The only issue 
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TPS has is with the overlap with a new building presented in Option C for security 
reasons. 

• Why is the library shown to only have one floor? Traditionally libraries with only one
floor are more accessible and allow families to stay together while using the library. That
said, we are always open to looking at different options.

• Could there be a different use above the library if it is contained to one floor? Yes,
this is something the TPL could consider. We have heard from the TPL that they do not
want residential units above them because of the risk of flooding often caused by
overflowing sinks and toilets.
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Attachment B: Proposed Agenda 

Danforth Garage Master Planning Study  
Local Advisory Committee Meeting #3 

Tobias House – 6th Floor Recreation Room 

695 Coxwell Avenue  

October 23, 2018, 6:00 – 8:30pm 

 

Purpose: The purpose of the meeting is present the final Guiding Principles and 
share and seek feedback on the three draft Master Plan concepts. 
 

PROPOSED AGENDA 

6:00 pm Registration & Coffee 

6:10  Welcome  
  Gabriella Sicheri & Ryan Glenn, CreateTO  

 
6:15  Introductions & Agenda Review 

Yulia Pak, Swerhun Facilitation 

 

6:20  LAC Member Briefing 

  Megan Torza, DTAH 

• Final Guiding Principles 

• Draft Master Plan Concepts 

  Questions of Clarification  
 

7:00  Facilitated Discussion 
1. What do you like about the options presented today? 
2. Are there any characteristics of each option that you feel 

should be adjusted/reconsidered?  
3. Are there any fundamental characteristics missing that you 

feel should be presented in an option? 
Any other feedback and/or advice for the Project Team?  

 

8:20  Wrap-up & Next Steps 

• Technical Work & Process 
 

8:30 pm Adjourn 
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Attachment C: Participant List  

Local Advisory Committee Members 

Name Organization 

Audrey Kvedaras Danforth East Community Association 

Brian Spratley Danforth East Community Association - Visioning 

Billy Bertilis Danforth Garage Mosaic BIA 

Oliver Hierlihy Danforth Garage Mosaic BIA 

Jack Fallon Danforth Garage Neighbourhood Committee 

Alex Shum Danforth Garage Neighbourhood Committee 

Gerry Dunn Danforth Village Community Association 

Dawn Strifler Danforth Village Community Association 

Shana Hillman East End Art 

Cathy Wright East End Children’s Centre 

Magnus Clarke East Toronto Neighbourhood Association 

Charles Braive Friends of Danforth East 

Alana Young Greenwood Community Association 

Sophie Quigley Neighbours of Danforth Garage Association 

Pam Lodsteen Neighbours of Danforth Garage Association 

Deborah Livingstone-
Lowe 

The Beach and East Toronto Historical Society 

Elizabeth Forestell The Neighbourhood Group 

Veronica MacDonald The Neighbourhood Group 

Sherwin Modeste Tobias House 

Mary Kelly Robinson Tobias House 

Mwarigha Shadrack WoodGreen Community Services 
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Councillors and Representatives 

Name Affiliation  

Janet Davis Councillor, Ward 31 (soon to be Ward 35) 

Brad Bradford Councillor Elect, soon to be ward 19 

Anchor Tenant Representatives 

Name Organization 

Enrico Pera Toronto Police Service – Manager, Facilities Management 

Pam Saliba Toronto Public Library – Area Manager 

Michael Stevenson Toronto Transit Commission – Director, Planning & Approvals 

Project Team 

Name Organization 

Daniel Woolfson City of Toronto, City Planning Division, Community Planning – 
Senior Planner  

Tamara Anson-
Cartwright 

City of Toronto, City Planning, Heritage Preservation Services 
– Program Manager 

Gabriella Sicheri CreateTO – Director, Development 

Ryan Glenn CreateTO – Head, Client Relationship Management 

Megan Torza DTAH – Partner and Danforth Garage Master Planning Study 
project lead  

Facilitation Team 

Name Organization 

Yulia Pak Swerhun Facilitation 

Matthew Wheatley Swerhun Facilitation 

Merve Kolcak Swerhun Facilitation 
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Attachment D: Presentation Slides 

Please find a PDF of the Local Advisory Committee Meeting #3 presentation slides on the 
project website under the Local Advisory Committee page 
https://www.danforthgarage.com/lac/ or by clicking here.

https://www.danforthgarage.com/lac/
https://www.danforthgarage.com/s/2018-10-23_DanforthBarns_LAC3_Final.pdf
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Attachment E: Completed Feedback Forms 

Four feedback forms were completed by members of the LAC and left with the Project 
Team at the meeting. The feedback provided has been organized by the focus questions in 
the following tables. 

Question 1: What do you like about the options presented today?  

Worksheet #  Comments: 

1.  No comment provided. 

2.  • North/south is desirable (Carrot Common model). Strong access from 
the Danforth. Good that TTC and TPS are at the back. Laneway going 
through is a good thing. Option 1: mix of uses is good. Coxwell being 
left open for new users, not TPS.  

3.  • TPS and TTC are in good locations.  

• Option A: library location, courtyard location, continuity of movement.  

• Option B: no go because of lack of east/west movement, wide 
boulevard  

• Option C: Open space, Multi-purpose space, tracks 

• All three present opportunities to improve 

4.  • East-west circulation  

• South lane 

• TTC and TPS south end 

• Library at Danforth 

• Parkette on Danforth 

• ‘tower’/ multi-storey at Danforth, north edge 

Question 2: Are there any characteristics of each options that you feel should be adjusted / 
reconsidered? 

Worksheet #  Comments: 

1.  No comment provided. 

2.  • Move building in A south to provide more sky view in urban plaza.  

3.  • Adequate housing for accessible units 

• Accessible health centre/ clinic (adjacent to Tobias) 

• Lack of town hall meeting space 

• Lack of diagonal movement  

• Option C does the least for Danforth  

• Residential building on Coxwell, w/ barriers free 

• Health care centre, connect to wheel trans drop off  

4.  • concern that public space/ parkettes will not get enough sun 

• TPS on Coxwell seems more appropriate 

• Stack could stay or go.  

• Library and civic space somehow connected.  
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Question 3: Are there any fundamental characteristics missing that you feel should be 
presented in an option? 

Worksheet:  Comments: 

1.  • Very excited that there could be child care facility on this site. But child 
care centres require pick up and drop off parking. I don’t see space for 
this.  

2.  • Intergenerational opportunities – seniors can with children/ family users.  

• Could the library program or anything internal to the site be fleshed out to 
include music, cafe, etc.  

• Need to protect for flexibility within existing bldg. 

• Patio space for  

3.  • Highlight the old, functional characteristic/ administration.  

• Function of the building 

• Visitor parking for all users (permit system) (ideally external) 

• Central spaces and how they work in the phasing  

• View corridor from Danforth 

4.  • Housing designated for people with disabilities  
o Also provide space for service dogs 

• Images of existing heritage building, to give context.  

• Protected/sheltered drop off at South side of Tobias House 

Question 4: Any other feedback and/ or advice for the Project Team?  

Worksheet:  Comments: 

1.  No comment provided. 

2.  No comment provided. 

3.  • Add wheel chair movement, pedestrian traffic 

• Predetermining use by size of boxes.  

• Hybrid between Option A and C because of open space and tracks.  

4.  • Explain how new laneway would work private? Can bikes, pedestrians 
access it?  

• Explain how exactly TPS will use their new building.  
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Attachment F: Post-Meeting Feedback 

The following emails were received from members of the LAC who attended the meeting. 

Email 1: Friends of Danforth East 

Danforth Garage LAC #3 comments 1. Options to like  

#A - This the best choice for animating the Danforth and creating a significant public space 
on the street. This is also the best choice for the new Library location.  

This is the best option to enable beautiful heritage re-use.  

The full-length service laneway on the south of the site is the best way to service the TPS 
and TTC and provides a buffer between the garage site and Woodrow Ave.  

#B - This is the 2nd best choice. While it would be nice to maintain the TTC chimney this 
shouldn't be the deciding factor to choose the best option.  

#C - We feel this is the least desirable choice for improving the Danforth but the best choice 
for Hillingdon Ave, which isn't a priority for us. This option has the TPS on Coxwell which is 
a good idea. They will be more visible here rather than buried within the site.  

2. Option adjustments  

#A - It would be great to see a change in this option that would place the TPS building on 
Coxwell. We favour a prominent TPS presence on a main street.  

#B & #C - These have a poor choice for the library location. It would be invisible from the 
Danforh. Not desirable. #C - This option features a bizarre orphaned green space at the 
south west corner of the lot. Not desirable.  

The notion of revealing old streetcar tracks has very little appeal. There’s streetcar tracks 
everywhere in the city so exposing a few derelict rails are nothing special.  

3. Fundamental characteristics. 
There is no mention of public art or potential locations for it. 4. Other feedback.  

We are concerned that too much emphasis is being given to the Hillingdon frontage, 
especially in options #B & #C. Our primary desire is to improve the Danforth, not Hillingdon. 

Email 2: The Beach and East Toronto Historical Society 

Here are my responses as a representative of the Beach and East Toronto Historical 
Society.  

1. and 2. Primarily Option A is preferred because the neoclassical façade of the 
administrative building is showcased most effectively. The library occupying the heritage 
buildings will ensure that the public are able to access the space. The pedestrian/green 
space allows for multi-directional access.  Aspects of Option C are useful because of the 
transportation pattern references on the north east corner. The diagonal cut on that corner 
is the footprint for a potentially interesting ‘flat-iron’ type building.  

3. I think that there should be more perforations of the site from north to south. The 
proposed locations of TPS   and TTC block a large portion of the overall site. Although 
these buildings might be largely inaccessible to the public, it would be nice if the public 
could still walk around the entire site as in the Distillery District for example. From a 
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heritage perspective, we would like to see references to the neoclassical administrative 
building in these other buildings providing a cohesiveness to the site and reminder of the 
Danforth façade. References could include the use of brick, curved arches, circular 
medallions and the use of an entablature.  

4. Heritage architecture is so important to creating vibrant community spaces that have 
continuity with our history. Thank you for facilitating this process.  

Thank you. 
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